Safe Dance Practice: Lower Body Strengthening
SIOBHAN CAMILLE, DIRECTOR, GREENSTONE BELLY DANCE (BPHED EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION, BA, MSC REHAB SCI)

In our blog series on preventing dance injuries, we talked about the importance of strengthening our
muscles to protect our ligaments and joints. But where do you start? Here is a quick at-home, lower body
workout. You can even incorporate this into your dance warm up!

1. The Lunge
STRENGTHENS: QUADRICEPS (FRONT THIGH), PLUS GLUTES (BUTT MUSCLES) AND HAMSTRINGS
(BACK OF THIGH). ABDOMINALS AND CALF MUSCLES WORK AS STABILISERS. GOOD FOR BALANCE.

Lunge Position

Starting Position

Begin with feet parallel, hip-width apart. Take one large step back to get into the starting position. Your front foot should
be flat, and your back foot should be on the ball. Both feet should still be hip-width apart, pointing forward.
Bend the back knee towards the ground until both knees form a 90 degree angle. Do not let your front ankle come in
front of the toes, as this will put stress on the knee joint. You should feel most of the work in your back quadricep. Return
to the starting position. Repeat 8-15 times, then switch sides. Do 2-3 sets each leg.

2. The Bridge Lift
STRENGTHENS: HAMSTRINGS AND GLUTES. ABDOMINALS AND LOW BACK WORK AS STABILISERS.

Starting Position

Bridge Position

Begin lying on back with feet flat on floor, hip-width apart. Lie your hands face down on the ground by your sides, with
your shoulders relaxed away from your ears.This is your starting position. Keeping your back neutral, lift your hips up
towards the ceiling, concentrating on squeezing your glutes, until your body makes a straight diagonal line from knees
to shoulders. If your low back hurts, ensure you are not lifting so high as to arch your back. Feel free to complete a "mini"
version of this lift as needed. Return to the starting position. Repeat 8-15 times. Do 2-3 sets.
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3. Calf Raises
STRENGTHENS: THE CALVES, PLUS GLUTES AND HAMSTRINGS. GOOD FOR BALANCE,
ANKLE STRENGTH AND STABILITY.

Starting Position

Calf Raise Position

Begin with the feet hip-width apart and parallel. If you like, you can lightly place your fingers on a wall in front of you.
Pressing through the balls of your feet, come up on your toes as high as you can. If you experience cramping in your
calves, simply do not come up as high until you become stronger. Ensure that as you come up, your ankles do not
"collapse" inward or outward; keep your ankles straight. Return to the starting position. Repeat 8-15 times. Complete 2-3
sets.

4. Clams
STRENGTHENS: THE GLUTE MED (A BUTT MUSCLE IMPORTANT FOR PROTECTING OUR
LOWER LIMB DURING MOVEMENT). ABDOMINALS WORK AS STABILISERS.

Starting Position

Clam Position

Begin lying on your side with your knees bent in front of you. Your feet should be approximately in line with your hips
and torso. Rest your heard on your lower arm, and either use your top arm to help with stabilisation by placing it on the
ground in front of you, or place it on your hip so you can check if your pelvis stays still during the exercise.
Before beginning, contract your abdominals and squeeze your glutes. Keep your pelvis still and facing forward; do not
let it rock during the movement. Keeping your ankles "glued together," slowly bring one knee upwards towards the sky,
only as far as you can lift it without causing the pelvis to move (this is quite a small, controlled movement). Lower back
to the starting position and release the contraction. Repeat 8-15 times each side. Complete 2-3 sets each side.

